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Merrily we find our way toward the darkness. May we not
take such steps lightly, for the dark will be all there is.

Foreword
No one was untouched by COVID-19 in the spring of 2020. Even now, nearly six months later
the world continues to struggle. Where I live in Canada, we are waiting for our second wave to
emerge this fall.
August is upon us now, and for the most part it feels like this entire summer was more dream
than reality. There are no throngs of tourists. There are no festivals. There is only the
encouragement to stay home, to protect yourself and your family. For many, like myself, who
were deemed essential workers, there was no break in work. Life did not change as much, though
it did seem paler in comparison. While others had the privilege of time off to explore themselves,
we kept working, but without any form of reward. It was to work and then home. There were no
dinners out to celebrate. There were no ways to break the stress of working in an atmosphere
where you were putting your life on the line for your employer other than taking it home with
you.
Over the past few months, I have had the opportunity to see the best and the worst emerge in
human society. I have seen employers who have sent home their workers, have paid essential
workers hazard pay and have changed the way they do business to protect the public. I have also
seen leaders who stoke the fires of ignorance so that they do not have to change. The most vocal
are those who may have something to lose if they can not exploit others. Surprisingly enough,
they tend not to be anyone with any medical training. They are those who value economy over
humanity.
I have been fortunate to live currently in a province that has such a sparse population that our
COVID-19 numbers have been exceedingly low. Even so, many around me pat themselves on
their backs for the extraordinary measures our province took to ensure that it did not spread. This
is propaganda spread by a poorly educated populace. Governments did not protect people from
COVID-19, we protected each other. Closing the borders only gives the population the best
opportunity at saving each other. It is not, unto itself, a solution.
Covidicus is simply the documentation of what I saw and felt in the first six months of the
pandemic, which is now projected to last at least two years. What will emerge on the other side?
Enjoy.
Kyle

I
Those that hold the wheel
are the least likely to consider
what’s come before
when faced with the knowledge they are no stronger against nature
than those that came before.
They see the world through their lens
of conquering large game
traversing the continents
and turning the life around them into subjects and slaves
when the microscopic armies
out number them by the billions.
Their terror is real as they point and blame
conjure stories to quell their own anxiety
for they can not believe their own lies
when they see each other dying amongst those unworthy
as if cased in their own deprication.
Whats come before will come again
regardless of the dreams of the powerful
that eternal life is a goal
and the most supreme dictator of them all
comes in the form of their own willful ignorance.

II
A step forward toward the future is a stumble,
when the many decide that the profit of the few
is not worth the lives of the whole.
When at best the proponents of manifest destiny
prepare to leave their people behind,
for the manifest destiny is simply a manifest
of who owns the rights to resources;
not a collective of wellbeing.
The southern dictatorship bleeds forth disease:
first the lies of freedom the lies of bearing arms: for security, equality,
And now within their own bodies
They carry The Trump Virus.
And pestilence they say
is but one sign of the looming end.

III
Chaos is an unopened box of opportunities
when an empire has emboldened its citizens
to see themselves as deserving
of anything they desire
for there are always those who desire more.
When the gates are closed on the church of commerce
the flock no longer knows how to anchor themselves
and they drift… waiting
pledging for a path back to an artificial garden.
And the vultures begin to fly
as lost profits, like air currents, lift their voices
to send our children where they would not
to go against logic, reason and decency
to ensure the spirit of their fortune
outlives he bands of peasants.
And some are swayed.
Voices from below the ivory towers
chant what they are told to chant
as blind faith thwarted the possibilities
of another generation.
Yet palpable is the shift
illuminating the rifts
in the North American empires
and palpable is the rift
between those who worry about the citizens
and not the economy of scale.
The temples of hate begin to fall
as the hands of the oppressed
become the weapons
of the revolution.

The shadows grow long
from the memories of skyscrapers
as beacons of progress
rather than towers of the overlords.

IV
Days stretch forth like an unending ribbon
of unfulfilled expectations, lost chances
and the milestones some will never experience
from windows the most vulnerable gawk
and listen for horns that signal someone is still aware
of those locked away by self or circumstances.
The sickest empire belches forth calls to arms
but not against the enemy, but tot the slaves
they have convinced are free
to push forward freedom that only seems tangible
from the stock at shoulder
with barrel points at those they wish to free.
But the light of knowledge, only a kernel ~ a dormant seed
that’s been waiting for enough sustenance
to return to the forefront of the people’s minds
who wish to save themselves
rather than ensure the pockets of their masters
are filled with the currency of death.
The proudest of them all, the one who is master’s master
if only within the shallow depths of his understanding
gapes as the hands bound by chains of economy
placed such to reduce their rise
spit squarely in the face of Confederate memories
that enshrine the doctrine of hate.
For once the is open, only generations can erase
the deepest wound.

V
King of my castle
I sit besieged
as the rules turn against living
and shift to preserving
that which no one thought was impermanent.
Some say finally,
some say but my rights,
yet no one thinks of those
who have passed into the light
once the spotlight moved to territory
and control
and hoarding
and distancing.
So we collectively mourn the loss of rights
that never existed
rather than those who fell
for in Flander’s Fields the poppies grow
but not for those in capitalism’s tow
yet if you die for economy
throughout time you’ll blessèd be.

VI
We’ve waded in
without consent
without our consent
and without anyone pointing toward anything
other than what the pulpits of manifest destiny proclaim.
They beg to return to a normal that never existed
in the banquet of equality
and instead ask all to return to their cages
and resume serving the desires
of those whose reign of power
was seized through coercion
~ through deceit
~ and through hate spread from rich to poor
~ and through arming with ignorance.
The unknown was always the norm
and the United States is not the only part of America.
the we should al worry
when the star spangled banner is played
for it now only serves as a reminder
that those who risk their lives of the citizens
and imprison those children because of where their parents were born
CAN ONLY BRING DESTRUCTION
when there is nothing left to lose.

VII
The end was the beginning
as something new always follows
the end of one point, one measure.
The myth of democracy unwinds is frayed edges
as it continues to do
as those with the power to administer its ministry
work tirelessly to unravel civil gains
and replace with economic dominance
and turn their own people from citizens
to the new agricultural crop.
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